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Who 
Man 
 
When 

Today 
 
Where 
Here 
America 
Which somehow looks like  
A theatre 
 
What It Looks Like 
A music stand 
 
He wears a black t-shirt and grey pants 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Two years in 
This play is for Roz 

 
-kb 
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* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   “My grandmother took me to church on Sunday all day long, every  
   Sunday into the night. Then Monday evening was the missionary  
   meeting. Tuesday evening was usher board meeting. Wednesday  
   evening was prayer meeting. Thursday evening was visit the sick.  
   Friday evening was choir practice. I mean, and at all those   
   gatherings, we sang.” 
    
   Maya Angelou 
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   Before the show 
   Quiet 
   Darkness 
 
   *** 
 
   Man there 
   In the dark 
   Hopeful  
 
  MAN 
It’s been a rough day 
It’s been a rough week  
It’s been a rough month 
It’s been a rough however long it’s been 
And now we’re here 
 
Last night at my desk at work I told myself 
Sitting there at my desk 
Taking reservations for the upper crust 
I sat there thinking 
Who would want to go out on a night like tomorrow 
I told myself sitting there at my desk 
 
It’s the time of the year where it’s starting to get chilly in the office 
So we all have space heaters on full blast in a tiny tiny room so it’s like we’re in a womb 
But I didn’t realize how cold it would be yesterday 
Since the shift from hot in the heat of dying summer 
To hot in the face of necessity in winter’s advent 
Is sudden and finicky  
And I didn’t want to sit there with my winter jacket on 
Which I’d worn that morning in the rain 
 
So I was sitting there under the space heater’s heavy huff 
When an alarm began to sound in my building 
 
Bwah bwah bwah 
Shelter in place this is not a drill shelter in place lock all doors 
Bwah bwah bwah 
 
Bwah bwah bwah 
Shelter in place this is not a drill shelter in place lock all doors 
Bwah bwah bwah 
 
Bwah bwah bwah 
Shelter in place this is not a drill shelter in place lock all doors 
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Bwah bwah bwah 
 
After twenty minutes of us putting our phones on do not disturb  
And hiding in silence bracing ourselves 
Against the violent vibrations of the shelter in place announcement 
Preparing ourselves for the unknowable 
Whispering about what might be warranting a shelter in place 
Knowing deep down what could be warranting it 
But wondering here in our office building of all places 
Why 
 
It was a false alarm 
It’s been a rough day 
 
Last night at work I told myself 
Sitting there at my desk 
Getting cursed out by rich New Yorkers  
Being told know for the first time all year 
Unable to accommodate their request for a table for twenty on Thanksgiving 
Because they dropped the ball on making the call 
I sat there thinking  
Who wants to go to a restaurant on Thanksgiving  
And then it hit me  
New Yorkers 
I sat there thinking at my desk about how 
 
I haven’t gone for a run for weeks now 
The last time I ran really ran  
More than half an hour on the treadmill ran 
At the Planet Fitness at 157th and Broadway ran 
I ran half a marathon two weeks ago 
Not as a part of a race or anything 
I just felt like I was in a rut and needed to accomplish something 
Something anything accomplish something 
I put on my headphones and set my running app to 
Ten miles shook my head and said fuck it let’s do 13 point 1 
And they don’t tell you how hard it is to run that far 
Physically yes it’s hard but I’d been training for it 
It’s hard on you mentally it’s fucking difficult 
And not during really 
I had my showtunes to give a beat to my run 
And my breath to keep my body in control 
And my core to drive my body forward  
In congress with my legs 
Whose steps I’ve been taught to keep light easy and smooth 
A guiding mantra towards what some call speed and others call progress 
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Light as in nothing with a heavy foot 
As soon as your foot hits the pavement it lifts up behind you 
Leaving its own brief print in the dust 
Easy as in you’re running for fitness not for your life 
Relax into the run it’s all forward motion 
Smooth as in don’t clomp along hideously 
The clomping shakes your insides the muscles inside you  
In a way that will only make you tire out quicker 
Add these three together to become a better runner 
Embrace your newfound endurance and add it to the fight 
Because what they don’t tell you about running half a marathon 
Is how much it sucks the next day 
After giving all you thought you had 
And once more unto the breach 
There’s still more fight to be fought 
And you think to yourself  
Still 
How is there still more to do 
 
It’s been a rough week 
 
Last night at my desk at work 
At my job in SoHo where protests outside Prada 
Are a part of the soundscape at this point 
I thought about the last four weeks  
And didn’t even know where to begin 
 
A friend sent a tweet to my inbox 
About a shooting in Tallahassee some yoga studio shit 
Not even an NY Times alert in my e-mail 
A friend sent a tweet to my inbox  
Racist robocalls in Florida and Georgia 
Not even an NY Times alert in my e-mail 
I’ve asked a lot this month 
When did this happen 
Responding to tweets that land in my inbox  
Not even an NY Times alert therein 
Conspicuous silence as we learn what the media 
Considers worthy of sensation 
It’s overwhelming to think of how much shit 
That should be protested goes passed quietly by 
The Advocate were the first to highlight 
The arrests of queer folk in Tanzania 
At least the first I saw 
I don’t even know if the Times has covered it at this point 
They must have by now they must have 
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It all makes me 
I find myself putting my own experiences 
My daily maladies into perspective 
I think that I’ve realized recently that  
I’ve never had a bad day in my life 
And maybe that gave me hope 
Even seeing these notifications  
There’s always tomorrow 
It’s been a rough month 
 
Last night at work at my insufferable job 
Which is only insufferable right now because a wealth of opportunity 
Has shown itself to me this week 
And I am getting a true chance 
To experience what life might be like as a full time artist 
And let me tell you it’s definitely not easy but it’s definitely what I want 
Shoving Caesar salad wraps down my throat  
While scene partners do the same while you 
Compliment one another 
Sign me up please 
Please Daddy give me my Equity card 
And last night at work I pulled out my notebook 
The one I’m currently using is a gift from my best friend 
She got it for me in Japan and she moved to Portland Oregon 
I pulled out my notebook 
And thought to myself  
What the fuck next 
How the fuck do I write this 
How do I write an end  
For now at least 
To a project  
Whose outcome 
Whose final vibe 
Whose final impact 
We won’t know until the morning after the first performance of its final installment 
 
We’ve met 20 times now 
I’m calling these 20 meetings 
Assembled as a play 
The Orange Terror Cycle Part 1 
Part 2 will begin next month with Chapter 21 
In what I hope will be an appendix  
In the Samuel French volume of this play 
A perverted 10 chapter or less epilogue 
Tracing the downfall of an evil man’s regime 
But I can’t be sure of that yet 
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It’s not tomorrow yet  
It might persist in the worst way 
But we might wake up tomorrow  
And the sun might crest over where land meets sky 
Where the Canyon of Heroes meets the New York Bay 
And feel nothing but the tingle of a future of hope 
And ay there’s the rub 
 
I am writing the end of a play whose story is not done being told 
 
I write a lot about my relationship with God 
And whether or not he she they one exists 
And I write a lot about my relationship with hope and optimism 
As I feel it want to feel it struggle to feel it sometimes in my heart 
Gnashing thrashing against my daily performative cynicism 
I write a lot about existence as a spiritual person 
Whether or not I am one  
I write a lot about my relationship to prayer 
And last night there at my desk in SoHo 
Melting in front of a space heater 
I realized I thought I decided  
Or maybe divine intervention swooped in and inspired me to 
Make the final piece a prayer 
 
In the Catholic tradition under which I was raised  
A litany is a series of petitions used in church 
Asked to a saint or to Jesus or to God 
Asked by a congregation in need 
 
This is a litany to the Gods of Theatre and to the Gods of Hope 
For whatever happens tomorrow come sunrise 
 
Oh Gods if you’re there 
Let tomorrow bring 
Let the day after that bring  
Let the week after that bring 
Let the month after that bring 
Let the however long it takes after that bring 
Well let’s say  
Let it not take too long after that  
Let however long it takes until we’re where we need to be 
Take however long it has to but please bring that faster 
 
Let me tell more honest stories 
Let me learn how to use a French press 
Let me learn how to polish wood 
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Let me learn how to not wake up hungover 
Let me tell more diverse stories 
Let me engage the world beyond my cell phone 
Let me learn that the internet is not the world 
Let me get a better paying job 
Let me eat more healthily 
Let me learn the difference between Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon 
Let me play the piano beautifully 
Let me fight for those whose experiences don’t match mine 
Let me fall in love 
Let me yell at racists on the subway 
Let me walk home at night without worry 
Let me successfully run a marathon 
Let me air my grievances once just once and be fully understood 
Let me not destroy my own liver 
Let me fall out of love 
Let me remember to wash my face before bed 
Let me give to charity once I can afford it 
Let me not have to ask my parents for rent 
Let me live fabulously 
Let me live furiously 
Let me live potently 
And maybe most of all 
Let me live 
Force me to take it all in 
Put it in a blender 
With my queer fury  
And my radical optimism 
Mix it all up and see what comes out 
Let me live 
Let me live 
 
    A long silence 
 
If anyone in the audience would like to add 
Their own petitions 
Now is the time 
Don’t be shy 
 
Speak 
 
Live 
 
   The audience adds their own petitions 
   Or they don’t 
   And we sit in silence for a time 
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   And we feel hope 
   Or we don’t 
   And then 
 
   The lights snap out 
 
   End of Play 


